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Higher Level Geography students will study the concepts and content covered within Global Interactions. Global interactions has a broad perspective and it tries to move away from the conventional approach that globalisation is just the adoption of westernised culture.

Geographic Perspective - Global Interactions

Global Interactions - IB DP GEOGRAPHY

Hey there! I am currently a first year college student who completed their IB diploma in 2019. I took Geography at a higher level and obtained a level 7! I was a part of the first batch of students to complete the new IB Geography syllabus. I struggled with finding online resources for the new syllabus and so I decided to create a website with various resources and tips that would help ...

IB Geography | IB Geography Notes
Whether you're looking for IB Geography notes for a test on a single topic or cramming for the final IB Geography papers, this guide has all the information you need. I created this IB Geography study guide using the best free online materials for IB Geography and ordered the materials following the newly-revised IB Geography SL/HL syllabus .

The Best IB Geography Study Guide and Notes for SL/HL
Task 1 - Define 'Nationalism'. Now read this 2018 article from the BBC to find out what the situation is in different EU countries. Comment of the spatial distribution of nationalist governments around Europe at the time of writing. Task 2 - Watch the video below from the BBC about the rise in popularity of the National Front in France in the run up to the 2017 national elections.

c. Local responses to global interactions - IB DP GEOGRAPHY
International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme Subject Brief Individuals and societies: Geography – Higher level ... Having followed the geography higher level course, students will be expected to: ... • Explain how global interaction may be measured.

International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme Subject Brief
SL students, there are two sections to the paper – Populations in Transition (60 mins) and Sports Leisure Tourism (40 mins). Total 1hr40 HL Students, there are three sections to your paper. The same as for SL and an additional 10 mark essay question on Global Interactions (20 mins). Total 2hrs Revision sheet is here. Follow it carefully.

IB Geography Exams - GEOGRAPHY FOR 2020 & BEYOND
IB Geography Notes. Coming soon! Hey there! Sorry for keeping you waiting but I am currently working on unit 2 and 3 for Global change, which will come out soon! Once those come out, I will begin working on the HL units! Home. Contact ... Proudly created with Wix.com. HOME. Global Change (SL units) Global Interactions (HL units) More ...

Global Interactions (HL units) | IB Geography Notes
as a measure of global interaction. Describe how the globalisation index may be represented spatially. Discuss the spatial pattern of global interactions through the mapping of core areas at the focus of interaction (network hubs/nodes), the peripheries and areas relatively unaffected by these interactions. 2. Changing space – the shrinking ...